Terms and conditions
Owner.
The V6BBQ name is the exclusive property of Fuchs Condimente RO SRL,
(followingly named the company) legal entity, private right, Romanian, with the
social headquarters in Arges county, city of Curtea de Arges, registered at the
Register of Commerce next to the Arges Tribunal under the number
J03/189/29.03.2001, having the unique code of registry 13807887 and RO fiscal
attribute.
User.
The term user refers any person or legal entity, Romanian or foreign, which accesses
the www.v6bbq.com site, regardless of purpose, thus accepting the terms and
conditions of using the website, mentioned below.
Definitions.
The following terms: www.v6bbq.com, “Site”, “The site”, “Fuchs Condimente RO
SRL”, “us”, “the company” refer to Fuchs Condimente RO SRL society, and the
services provided through the www.v6bbq.com website.
The terms “Norms”, “Rules”, “Consent”, “Contract”, “Terms and conditions” are
used to refer to the current contract of usage.
Accepting terms and conditions.
The current norms, grouped under the name Terms and conditions, apply to the entire
www.v6bbq.com website, the entirety of its contents, as well as all online or offline
services offered by it.
Using www.v6bbq.com and any service offered by the www.v6bbq.com website is
conditioned by accepting, without any kind of modification, the current norms
known as “Terms and conditions”. If you do not agree with the current terms and
conditions do not use the www.v6bbq.com website or services provided by
www.v6bbq.com.
By using the site, any information or services offered by www.v6bbq.com you
express your consent to the current norms known as “Terms and conditions”.

Using the site implies the period obligation of each user to consult the norms known
as “Terms and conditions”, and using the site or its services afterwards, signifies the
unconditional acceptance of current norms.
The company has the right to unilaterally, without any kind of notification, the
current norms of use.
Services description.
The www.v6bbq.com website offers access to users online, in the terms and
conditions stipulated in the current document, to general information regarding the
presentation of the company’s products and recipes.
Obligations when using information.
In order to use, partly, services offered by the www.v6bbq.com website (except
public information, which belongs to law 544/2001 regarding free access to
information of public interest), you take the obligation to:
1) Do not use, partly or entirely, information with commercial purposes;
2) If you do include information from the www.v6bbq.com website in any kind
of publication, no matter the channel or mean of mass propagation, you will
indicate the source, through displaying a link towards the www.v6bbq.com
website, or through adding at the end of the taken text www.v6bbq.com
information.
User responsibilities.
As a user of the www.v6bbq.com website, you are responsible for your own actions,
as well as the consequences that they may have.
Using the services of the www.v6bbq.com website, you take the obligation of not
doing the following actions:
1. Do not generate documents which could serve to committing deeds that
constitute contraventions or penal matters.
2. Do not use, partly or entirely, the www.v6bbq.com website or the site’s
services for criminal actions, or for actions outside of legal norms.
www.v6bbq.com does not guarantee nor assume any kind of responsibility for the
authenticity, credibility or accuracy of the information published on the website. The
company cannot be held responsible for any prejudice of any nature caused by
improper or damaging usage of the www.v6bbq.com website. The company has the

right to take all the necessary legal actions should the terms and conditions be
violated.
We appreciate the messages of the www.v6bbq.com website users and we try to
embrace your comments regarding our services. Our company policy does not
obligate us to accept or take into account the ideas, suggestions, inventions or
materials coming from users, other than the ones specifically requested by the
company.
Links towards other suppliers of information or services.
The www.v6bbq.com website can supply information, or third parties can supply
links towards other sites or other resources. www.v6bbq.com has no kind of control
over these sites or resources, and the company cannot be held responsible, under any
circumstance, for content, advertising, products or other materials on or available
through said sites or resources.
Also, the company or www.v6bbq.com cannot be held responsible and cannot be
made to pay for any kinds of damages, direct or indirect, for any kind of damage or
loss caused or believed to be caused, or regarding the usage or the truth of the
supplied information by such content, goods or services available or through such
sites or resources, which have links with www.v6bbq.com .
www.v6bbq.com Responsibilities
Because identifying users on the Internet is difficult, www.v6bbq.com does not
confirm the fact that each user is what they seem to be, and should the company or
www.v6bbq.com would be engaged in a dispute of any nature with one or more
users, the company (through its agents, managers and employees) is absolved of any
responsibility or compensation (direct or indirect) and of any kind and of any nature,
known or unknown, suspected or not, revealed or not, resulted in any way, which
has to do with disputes.
The company does not have the legal obligation of checking the data or information
provided by users, when they log in. Also, documents generated by www.v6bbq.com
may contain inaccurate information or spelling errors, for which the company cannot
be held responsible.

Responsibility limiting
Affirm expressly that you have take into account and you agree that the company
will not be responsible for any kind of direct, indirect, special or accidental damages,
including but without being limited to: not making profit, possibility of use, data or
other damages (even if the company was informed beforehand of the possibility of
the apparition of such losses), resulting from:
a) Usage, or not being able to use the services of the www.v6bbq.com website;
b) Declarations or actions of any third party regarding the services of
www.v6bbq.com website;
c) Any other kind of problem related to the website’s services.
You expressly declare that you understand and agree with the following
statements:
a) Using services/information from the www.v6bbq.com website is done on your
own risk. Services/information are supplied on the principle “the way they
are” or “the way they are available”.
b) www.v6bbq.com does not offer any guarantee that:
b.1) the information will fully satisfy your needs;
b.2) the information will be accurate or without error;
b.3) the results obtained from using the www.v6bbq.com website and the
information available will be correct or trustworthy;
b.4) any error on the software will be fixed
c) Any downloaded material, or obtained through other kinds of usage of the
services/information available on www.v6bbq.com is thus at the discretion and can
only be used on your own risk, and you will be the only person responsible by the
eventual damage caused to the computer that you used to access the site, or other
loss of data that can result from downloading this type of content.
General information.
In case of any provision caught under the title of “Terms and conditions” is declared
illegal by the competent forums, the removal of a provision will not affect the
validity of the other provision from “Terms and conditions”, remaining viable.

These conditions can be modified by the company, without the necessity of an
announcement or beforehand consent of the users. You can read the most recent
version of these conditions any time, by accessing the “Terms and conditions” link.

